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	Written for students and professionals alike, Making Sense of Change Management is the classic text in the field. It is aimed at readers who want to understand why change happens, how it happens and what needs to be done to make change a welcome concept rather than a dreaded one. It offers insights into the many frameworks, models and ways of approaching change and helps the reader apply the right approach to each unique situation.

	

	This completely revised and updated edition includes additional case studies and new chapters on change agents and managing change when companies must cut costs.
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Introducing Windows Server 2012 RTM EditionMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
	
		Windows Server 2012 is probably the most significant release of the Windows
	
		Server platform ever. With an innovative new user interface, powerful
	
		new management tools, enhanced Windows PowerShell support, and hundreds
	
		of new features in the areas of networking, storage, and virtualization, Windows
	
		Server 2012...
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Handbook of Halal Food ProductionCRC Press, 2018

	
		Until now, books addressing Halal issues have focused on helping Muslim consumers decide what to eat and what to avoid among products currently on the market. There was no resource that the food industry could refer to that provided the guidelines necessary to meet the Halal requirements of Muslim consumers in the United States and...
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Design Reliability: Fundamentals and ApplicationsCRC Press, 1999
As engineering systems become more and more complex, industry has recognized the importance of system and product reliability and places ever increasing emphasis on it during the design phase. Despite its efforts, however, industry continues to lose billions of dollars each year because of unexpected system failures. Therefore, it becomes...
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Real Time Programming: Languages, Specification & VerificationWorld Scientific Publishing, 2002

	The primary aim of this monograph is to present the current research efforts that have gone into/or going on in the systematic design of real-time programs. Such an effort would help researchers and users in the area to get a clear picture of the issues of specification, verification and design of real-time reactive programs. It will clearly...
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Windows 8.1 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Welcome to Windows 8.1 Bible. If you’re familiar with Windows, you might know that the Windows operating system has existed for over two decades. In that time, it has transformed in many ways as computer hardware has changed dramatically.

	

	Windows 8.1 is the latest edition in the Windows family and builds on the...
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The Entrepreneur's Guide to Managing Information TechnologyPraeger Publishers, 2008
Software. Hardware. Networks. Wireless. Entrepreneurs face a bewildering array of choices and decisions when it comes to incorporating technology into the fabric of their businesses. Yet nothing could be more important these days. Aligning information technology (IT) with business strategy is essential to meet and beat the competition. As business...
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